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I remember the days (waaaaay back when…) I first played Doom.  I was dumbfounded by the 

graphics and realism of the 3-D world.  Of course if you look at that game by today’s standards 

you’ll likely say “what’s the big deal!?!”  Don’t forget, that game was ground breaking … it 

literally changed the gaming industry.  Every 3-D first-person shooter type game you play today 

owes its existence to Doom. 

Now here’s the thing: I remember rooms in the game that I’d go into and get almost instantly 

wiped out, just swarmed and swamped by monsters.  I’d reload my saved game and try again, 

eventually learning the spawn points, the wave timing, etc.  After a few runs I knew exactly when 

and where the monster would spawn that got me last time. 

It was predictable.  The spawns had very little (if any) randomness to them.   

What makes things feel realistic?  Sure, graphics help.  Sure, sound helps.  What makes water so 

interesting to look at and watch?  It is the randomness of the movement.  The human eye and mind 

loves and seeks out patterns and repetition.  When we don’t see it, we get curious and look harder, 

it draws us in.  Think about the way the leaves on a tree move when the wind blows…it is 

random…different every time.  Each leaf moves independently and uniquely.  Randomness 

creates, even demands interest. 

So…in a game, how do we create randomness?  Easy, with a random number generator!  Err, 

what’s that you ask?  Well any time you are flipping a coin, you are using a random number 

generator.  Any time you roll dice, you are using a random number generator. 

A random number generator is something that creates a sequence or series of numbers that do not 

have a pattern or any repetition.   

This begs a question…how do you “flip a coin” or “roll a dice” in a computer program?  Math.  

Yup, there you go again…back to math.  Now you don’t have to do the hard math because some 

very smart people have done that work for you.  Almost every computer language has built into it 

(or its framework) the ability to create (now listen closely to the next phrase) what appear to be 

random numbers.  The technical term is pseudo-random numbers.  Pseudo means “not actually 

but having the appearance of; pretend” (dictionary.com).   

To come up with truly random numbers computationally is extremely difficult.  When we create a 

game, remember we’re walking a fine line: we are trying to create a sufficient feeling of realism to 

engage the player.  We don’t need to get super crazy and demand perfect randomness…we can 

settle for “pretty close to” random. 

Fortunately the random number generator we have access to in C# is quite good.  So, how do you 

use it? 
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a) Create a new Windows Form Application (GUI project) 

b) Go to the code view 

The random number generator in C# is implemented as a class named … ready for this? … 

Random.  If you read the online help description for the Random class you will find: 

Represents a pseudo-random number generator, a device that produces a sequence of 

numbers that meet certain statistical requirements for randomness. 

Sweet…exactly what we want.  Now to use it: 

c) Add a field that will hold an instance of this Random class.  Remember a field is just a class 

variable.  When you create a class you start off with the type and then provide the name.  The 

type is Random and lets name it rndNumGen for random number generator: 
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d) We now need to “bake the cookie” … i.e. create the random number generator.  We’ve created 

the field … the holder for the random number generator … we need to make an actual instance 

of the random number generator that we can use and put it in the field.  We will do this in the 

class constructor after the InitializeComponent() line.   

InitializeComponent() is a method that actually creates all the GUI controls.  When you 

change settings in the property panel, what actually happens behind the scenes is that code 

is created in InitializeComponent() that sets the properties.  If you want to see how to 

manipulate a property in code, go look there for examples! 

Here is the “bake the cookie” code that creates a usable instance of the random number generator: 
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What have we done so far? 

a. We created a field to hold our random number generator 

b. We created an instance of the random number generator and stored it in the field 

We are now ready to use the random number generator! 

Let’s consider your Tamagochi pet game: suppose you wanted the pet to get sick every once in a 

while.  One way to do this would be to have a timer dedicated to this.  Whenever it goes off (ticks) 

the pet gets sick.  Not a bad idea but it would seem a bit strange if the pet gets sick on a very 

regular basis.  Wouldn’t it be better if the amount of time between illnesses varied?  Even better if 

it varies in an unpredictable manner.  What we need is a random amount of time to pass between 

periods of illness.  Yes!  We need to use a random number generator! 

Okay, before you go further, I’m going to show you the code to do this … I’m not asking you to 

write or replicate this code.  I’m providing it as an example.  In a little bit, I’m going to give you 

an assignment; then it will be your turn to write code! 

What I’m going to do is add a timer to my GUI and set up a tick event handler.  In the tick event 

handler I’ll use our random number generator to create a random amount of time for the next tick.  

I’ll also add similar code to the GUI/Form constructor to start the timer off with a random tick time 

amount: 

 I’ve added a field to hold my pet called myPet 

 I named the timer getSickTimer 

 Let’s have the time between getting sick range from 30 seconds to 2 minutes 

 The timer works in milliseconds: 30 secs = 30,000 mSecs and 2 mins = 120,000 mSecs 
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What will now happen is that at a random interval between 30 seconds and 2 minutes, the pet will 

get sick.  Each time the pet gets sick, the GUI will reset the timer interval to a new, random value. 

One thing I need to explain.  There are three different ways you can use the random number 

generator Next() method: 

1. Next() … this will generate a positive integer random number (zero on up…) 

2. Next(#) … this will generate a positive integer random number less than the specified number 

3. Next(#, #) … this will generate a random number within the specified range, inclusive of the 

starting number but exclusive of the ending number. 

Inclusive means including, and exclusive means not including. 

Now it is your turn to write code.  The code you’ve actually written so far should look like this … 

if it doesn’t, bring it up to speed please: 

 

Your task:  

 Have this GUI use a random number generator to “roll a die” (which is singular for dice).  

This can be as simple as when a button is clicked, generating and displaying a random 

number between 1 and 6 inclusive. 

 If you want to get fancy, use a set of pictures of a die to show the number selected…there 

are a gazillion of them on the internet. 

 If you want to get really fancy, use an animated GIF image to simulate rolling the die when 

the button is clicked…a Google search suggestion is “dice animated gif”. 

 Have fun! 


